Aries - As you step through your front door, you will realize the meaning of life, which is to hunt down every ninja possible because you are a pirate.

Taurus - When you see the massive amounts of snow, it drives you insane and shows you the reasoning behind joining the FML, the Freedom for Midgets League.

Gemini - Due to a toilet paper shortage, gather all of the natural resources that you can find, taking into consideration the softness, possibility of a rash, and finger cleanliness.

Cancer - Your fascination for animals will lead you to invest a farm in the most awesome animal on the planet, the Platypus.

Leo - Acquire a pair of knee-high alligator skin boots; this will help you fend off the wolverines of Mordor.

Virgo - Embrace your love for condiments and make every sandwich super special. P.S. Always use a condiment.

Libra - The knowledge you have in the art of finger snapping will assist you on your way to a new adventure. This adventure will include drinking out of a bird feeder.

Scorpio - Your ability to capture flies with chopsticks will take you far as the seas reach on the globe... you know the one that sits in your geography class.

Sagittarius - The ninja counsel has privileged you in a mission! The mission, to hunt down every pirate. The counsel believes you and you only can accomplish this deed.

Capricorn - You will have the benefit of finding a great treasure in the near future. Read tomorrow’s horoscope for a clue.

Aquarius - Remember this philosophical fact. Sea turtles can fly! It will be used in your hunt for Roswell.

Pisces - You are now at war with all of the Gemini because you "acquired" all of their precious toilet paper, depriving them of cleanliness.

THE NEW HOROSCOPE-Ophiuchus-

There are many new and awesome things in store for you. You have helped "J³" with the Awesome Quest, and you didn’t even know it. For this, you will get a very awesome reward! The ability to have as cool a name as us... for a day.

Aries - As you step through your front door, you will realize the meaning of life, which is to hunt down every ninja possible because you are a pirate.

Taurus - When you see the massive amounts of snow, it drives you insane and shows you the reasoning behind joining the FML, the Freedom for Midgets League.

Gemini - Due to a toilet paper shortage, gather all of the natural resources that you can find, taking into consideration the softness, possibility of a rash, and finger cleanliness.

Cancer - Your fascination for animals will lead you to invest a farm in the most awesome animal on the planet, the Platypus.

Leo - Acquire a pair of knee-high alligator skin boots; this will help you fend off the wolverines of Mordor.

Virgo - Embrace your love for condiments and make every sandwich super special. P.S. Always use a condiment.
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Awesome is perceived, described, and pronounced many different ways. One of the proper pronunciations is DRAGON. Cake is an ancient form of Awesome, often practiced on special occasions such as birthdays, which are also Awesome. Point being, Awesome is everywhere, and anywhere is Awesome.

Upon sitting down and pondering the many forms of Awesome, we came to realize, that not only are we ourselves Awesome, but so are the students of NPHS. To prove that we set out on a quest, an Awesome Quest, to find out what the students of NPHS find Awesome.

When it comes down to it, you guys have a bit of a strange sense of Awesome, but Awesome nonetheless.

All Things AWESOME

Marcus Vigil - Hot Moms
Isabella Berg - World of Warcraft
Justin Rimpley - Floor Tiles
Alec Gladbeck - Jewfros
Mollie Balerud - Bubbles
Rachel Southard - Midgets
Suzi Beardsley - Giraffes
Austin Piper - Jay Ayaba
Grant Holcher - Mobbin’
Marcus Miller - Totoro
Ashley Forrester - Shetland Ponies
Jordan James - Richard Veyra’s Blackness
Tanner Aston - Mountain Bikes
Spencer Elliott - Purple
Emma Clang - Unicicles
Eddie Belslo - Chuck Norris
Jessica Nichols - Animal-shaped Clouds
Alexander Bernt - Making money
Kirsten Williams - Twilight
Jesse Windham - Women
Logan Elliot - Fake Oakleys
Tulli Mabbott - My Maroon Jeep
Sierra Kurth - Hot Sweaty Sumo Wrestlers
Alex Bacon - Tacos
Kristy Guest - Bacon
Kyle Moore - Cute Boys
Alex Dishman - Ninjas
Nicole Runyan - Comfy Beds
Jessica Simmons - Skittles
Mr. Ayers - Bear Hunts
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